
5 REASONS TO USE OUR CODELESS APP-FABRIC

Digital Transformation?



We get you    
It’s not about running one app.  
You need a series of apps to drive 
your business engine.  Each one 
has to offer the features and 
usability to surprise and delight 
users and customers.

More than that, you want a 
unified data ecosystem

that means all your data can be 
re-used to make decisions and 

deliver a 360-degree view of 
your business.
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Read 5-reasons why 
encanvas is right for you.



1An app-fabric 
gives you 
endless app 
possibilities 
wrapped into  
one data model

encanvas is the next 
generation of enterprise IT.  It 
equips your organization with 
apps that grow and adapt to 
change as quickly as your ideas.  

Build as many apps as you 
need and organize them on 
one platform that produces a 
single re-usable data 
architecture.
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Buy SaaS apps 
and all you do 
is segment 
data making it 
hard to re-use



There are lots of things we could say 
about why encanvas is right for you. 

We created encanvas to automate 
businesses and work anywhere.  
Advanced security features bring 
unrivalled transparency and control 
to enterprise data.

It digitalizes the DNA of your
enterprise and helps you to design, 
formalize and automate your 
business one process at a time.  

Today, few 
companies know 
which of their 
processes are: 
- fully-automated        
- partially automated 
– manual 
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2
A new level of 
automation
data re-use  
security
governance
for remote 
working



3Lowest cost design, 
deployment and operation

encanvas creates apps without coding 
so it’s the fastest way to build apps
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It also includes codeless data 
connectors to integrate with your 
favorite third-party software easily.

Once installed, it includes advanced
cloud library management to allow 
all deployments to be managed 
centrally.  And our VERSIONING 
technology means you only need to 
upgrade apps when it suits you!
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We’ll get you on your way.

Our onboarding packages 
make light work of getting 
your new information 
management system tailored 
to your needs and up-and-
running fast.

Enjoy the benefits of best-in-
class customer experience 
and back-office savings faster

Instantly-on
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We’ve designed encanvas to offer all the building blocks you’ll ever 
need to build apps without coding.  But we’ve gone a step further with 
our HYPER-PLUGIN that allows you to embed existing code, script, DLLs, 
data visualizations, AI and more into the encanvas apps platform for 
unrivalled innovation and growth opportunities.

5 Everything in the 
box you’ll ever 
need
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We’re committed to your success.  That’s why every customer is 
allocated a Single-Point-of-Contact throughout their life with us, 
from the first app development to the latest.

We safeguard your data.  Ask us for our data security whitepaper

We are a fair and ethical business, always ensuring through our 
policies and behaviours we offer equal opportunities to all

We do our bit to keep the planet how we all like it

We offer affordable answers to your technology questions.  You 
always know what you’re paying for. No surprises. That means 
almost no vendor lock-in. No project over-runs or disappointments.  
No enforced upgrades.  

A few things 
you can take for 
granted.
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With office locations 
around the world, there’s 
always an encanvas 
office or partner near you 
to assist in your digital 
transformation.

UK (HQ)

USA

SOUTH AFRICA

Find out 
more. Get in 
touch today
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